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The table on the left presents FSA projects initial area (ha), based on the end of

2022, the harvested area at the 1Q 2023, and the currently standing area. The

final harvest is happening in Paiolandia (PAI), Duas Lagoas (DLG) and

Cacimba (CMB).

None of them are completely finished, however. Paiolandia will be finalized in

the coming quarter.

Harvest Operations by Farm

Table: Area Changes – 2023
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Project
Planting 

Year

Initial Area (ha) -

End of 4Q 2022

Harvested Area 

(ha) - 1Q 2023

Current Area (ha) - 

End of 1Q 2023

Paiolandia 1997 72.06 63.54 8.52

Paraíso 1997 0.00 0.00

Paiolandia 1998 93.89 34.67 59.22

Bambu 1999 549.07 549.07

Bambu 2000 513.83 513.83

Duas Lagoas 2000 627.66 627.66

Duas Lagoas 2001 1,578.27 1,578.27

São Miguel 2001 97.52 97.52

Barranquinho 2002 960.13 960.13

Cacimba 2002 565.75 15.11 550.64

Duas Lagoas 2002 0.00 0.00

São Miguel 2002 5.71 5.71

Santa Maria do Jauru 2002 1,059.97 1,059.97

Barranquinho 2003 12.78 12.78

Cacimba 2003 10.19 10.19

Santa Maria do Jauru 2003 206.72 206.72

Santa Fé 2003 2,550.47 2,550.47

Barranquinho 2004 1,002.89 1,002.89

Terra Santa 2004 1,127.44 1,127.44

Duas Lagoas 2005 202.93 202.93

Duas Lagoas 2006 215.84 215.84

Mutum 2007 511.32 511.32

São José 2007 301.22 301.22

Santa Maria do Jauru II 2008 94.42 94.42

Total 12,360.08 113.32 12,246.76



This graph shows the 2023 budgeted areas (FYB - brown color) and areas where harvest has already started (green color). Here, operations may

still be ongoing.

Paiolandia (PAI) areas are carried over from last year’s budget.

Barranquinho (BAR), despite being on budget, will no longer be performed, as a relevant part of that area belongs to the landowner, which would

mean spending on harvesting only to deliver the logs to them. We came to an agreement to postpone that and increase areas where the production

belongs to FSA in CMB.

Harvest Operations by Farm
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Sales Summary – Year to date

Volumes invoiced in January and February came from the end of

2022, therefore invoices primarily came from PAI and DLG in both

months.

Harvesting activities like felling and forwarding started in CMB in

early February but were highly impacted by rainfall – this made the

volumes come regularly only in March.

The plan for 2Q is to finalize operations in PAI and keep harvesting

activities in CMB and DLG and compensate for the lesser volumes

invoiced so far.
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During 1Q harvesting was focused in Duas Lagoas (DLG) and

Cacimba (CMB), but a good amount of the volumes invoiced came

from PAI (end of 2022 harvesting activities).

Duas Lagoas (DLG) and Cacimba (CMB) are the focus in 2Q as well,

and additionally TRC proposes not to harvest Barranquinho (BAR)

land use deal, once volumes coming from this area would not result in

revenue to FSA – to compensate for BAR volumes, TRC will harvest

some Santa Fé (STF) and Cacimba (CMB) areas, that were initially

planned for 2024.

So far, the YEE is to slightly increase the total volume when compared

to the budget (~4 K m³).

It is important to highlight that there were ~30 K m³ coming from land

use deals in the original budget (~116 K m³) and now there are ~14 K

m³ in the latest forecast (~120 K m³). Therefore, FSA revenue is

improving on these 16 K m³ difference.
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Sales Summary – Year end estimate



Yields - Final Harvests

Table: Log sales final harvest, stands planned for 2022
The tables show separately planned sales of 2022 and 2023.

These tables show only stands where operations are fully

finished, so that the yields per hectare are comparable.

2022 Plan

Due the constrains of Indian Market, some stands that were

harvested last year are yet to be sold out.

In PAI, we almost fully finished all stands. Until the 1Q, were

volumes higher than budget (71,0 m³/ha actual against 61,8

m³/ha budget).

However due the fungal diseases, DLG project volumes are

lower (63,3 m³/ha actual against 84,4 m³/ha budget). Many of

the best areas in DLG have high levels of fungal diseases, that

generate hard-to-predict losses.

So, for the full year the yields were 9% below the original budget

estimates.

2023 Plan

In this quarterly we began the harvest in CMB, until now we fully

finished two stands and the volumes are lower than the

budgeted. Given the small are, no conclusions can be made yet,

if this level of variation will remain.
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Table: Log sales final harvest, stands planned for 2023

• Table = 2022 budget stands. Total values (volume, area and trees) planned and performed until end of 1Q 2023.

• DBH and BA are the latest measured data.

• Table = 2023 budget stands. Total values (volume, area and trees) planned and performed until end of 1Q 2023.

• DBH and BA are the latest measured data.



Log Sales & Prices 

FSA sells to TRC at the roadside, based on the most recent Consufor price

survey at the moment of sale.

Overall, roadside prices had a decrease in the first quarter of 2023,

compared to the prices used in the preparation of this budget (~4% on

average). Prices for defective logs, such as chanelling or crooked, are

given a discount on their Consufor value (30%). That is the reason why the

actual averages on each girth classes are below Consufor prices in the

graph on the next slide.

It is important to state that the thicker one tree is, the higher the incidence

of channels in its bottom log. Hence, the higher differentiation in price for

thicker logs.

Roadside Prices Comparison 2023 YTD
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Log Sales & Prices 

Floresteca S.A (YTD) VS Consufor roadside prices (USD/M³)
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Market Update

India

In the 1Q 2023, Ecuador, Ghana and Brazil were the main teak suppliers to India, with 59% of total teak wood imported.

Stocks remained high across main Indian ports. The peak was in November 2022 (almost 5,000 containers), then started to decrease until reaching ~4,200 boxes in February. Arrivals

decreased in January but picked back up in February. This upward trend should remain for the coming 3-4 months, effect of Panama and Costa Rica season.

Guatemala and Colombia are already playing a significant role in round log market with ~10% of arrivals. African countries like Benin, Togo and Tanzania have been keeping their sawn wood

production (sizes) and have ~13% of arrivals.

India CIF prices presented a reduction of ~USD 30/m³ since the beginning of the year – related to the decrease of sea freight rates from the main Teak origins.

China and Vietnam

The Chinese market started a quicker recovery. Expectation is for a continuation of this trend and that situation normalizes around the 3Q and 4Q of this year.

Vietnam is still caught behind because of the low demand for the outdoor furniture markets. Sales were at the same level of the 4Q 2022 but, started to slowly recover in April 2023 with some

important clients coming back to the table for new inquiries. The 3Q is usually when most companies make bigger commitments, so we should be able to have a clearer vision of what to

expect by then.
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Project Results to Date

Harvest report 2022 is considering the finalization of the project DLG2002. 

Harvest Report Amounts Paid and Provisions (in USD): 
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Legal and Compliance Update

TERRA SANTA, AND BAMBU IV FARMS – OVERVIEW

The three farms have land use deals (“LUDs”, also “Usufruct Agreements”) with the same landowner, Mr. Antonio Frigieri Filho and his wife Jacqueline da Costa 

Marques Frigeiri. Under these LUD agreements, they own a specific part of the planted area in each farm. The precise terms and the percentage area differ in each 

agreement. They received some advance payments for the final harvest proceeds under the agreements that shall be deducted from the actual final proceeds. It bears 

stating that the likely amounts to be received by the Landowners for the 3 farms are at present less than the advance payments, or at least will largely reduce the net 

amounts payable to them.

• Terra Santa – No updates since the last report.

02/13/2023: Mediape presents the complementary expert report to the judge of the claim, answering the additional questions made by FSA and LHS on 12/02/2022.

03/07/2023: FSA and LHS present their manifestation agreeing with the complementary expert report.

03/29/2023: The judge of the claim sentenced to decide: (i) ratifies the expert report; (ii) recognize the authors' right to 3.26 hectares of actual teak plantation as

remuneration according to FSA/LHS were indicated; (ii) condemn FRIGIERI to pay the court costs and 10% of legal fees

04/10/2023: FSA files a plea for clarification before the judge of the claim to request the adjustment of the amount of the value of the claim to R$ 8.938.206,26, according

to the difference between the area of teak requested by FRIGIERI (94,874 hectares) and the area sentenced (3,26 hectares).

04/26/2023: FRIGIERI presents an opposition against the plea for clarification filed by FSA, alleging that there was preclusion the right to discuss the value of the claim,

which should have occurred in the defense.

• Bambu IV: No news since the last report.
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Legal and Compliance Update

LUD claim on PAIOLANDIA FARM:

Overview – Rondon Empreendimentos Imobiliários Ltda (“Rondon”) is the landower of Paiolandia Farm and entered a land use with FSA. Rondon claims for 

the immediate payment of the debt by FSA, related to the timber of Paiolandia Farm.

03/09/2023: The judge of the claim decided to reduce the court costs by 75%, ordering Mr. Rondon to pay the amount equivalent of 25% of R$ 87.895,00 

03/21/2023: Mr. Rondon presents to the judge of the claim request to carry out the trial of the internal appeal about the exception of court costs. 

03/22/2023: FSA presents the opposition against the new manifestation by Mr Rondon, to request to the judge of the claim to deny Mr. Rondon’s requests of 

exception of court costs, taking into consideration that it has already been granted a reduce of 75% of the court costs 

03/23/2023: The judge of the claim decided to reduce the court costs by 90%, ordering Mr. Rondon to pay the amount equivalent of 10% of R$ 87.895,00, 

being able to pay in 6 installments. 

04/04/2023: Mr. Rondon informs to the judge of the claim that will pay the court costs in 6 installments as offered in the sentence 

04/25/2023: Considering that Mr. Rondon has not paid the court costs, the judge of the claim deemed the appeal abandoned 

05/04/2023: Mr. Rondon files a plea of clarification for reconsideration of the decision of the judge of the claim of 04/25/2023, submitting the proof of costs 

payment.

Now a Rondon family lawsuit is in course, where Mr. Rondon Andrade Porto (partner of Rondon Empreendimentos Ltda) filed a case to remove the rightful 

Director of the company - Ms. Rebeca de Andrade Porto.
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Outlook on Upcoming Quarters

Conditions on logistics continue to improve worldwide, which is reflecting on higher arrivals and competition in final markets. Despite no indications of 

liquidity issues, the relationship between cost structure and CIF prices is yet to settle after the logistic crisis ended. There may be times when the market is 

pickier on which logs to buy, depending on the harvesting season of other Teak origins.

FSA should remain with 2 of TRC harvesting crews in the following months (out of 4 in the 1Q). However, there is still a very significant amount of logs in 

stock at the farms, which will continue to be invoiced in the next 2-3 months, levelling out revenues.

Currently, the ongoing court cases FSA is involved are not causing any operational constraints.

Cash availability is still a pressing issue in FSA. The plans for the year were reviewed trying to avoid harvesting areas that generate production for LUD 

landowners and focus production on areas generating revenue to FSA. All stump removal operations were also postponed to preserve cash.
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FSA Summary Financial Information
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Summary P&L
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Summary P&L YTD
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The YTD Operational Result was USD 661 K versus USD 483 K budgeted

or a favorable variation of USD 178 K.

The main positive variation USD 536 K comes from CoGs (Cost of Goods

Sold), due to the postponement of land clearing costs, as part of the

strategy to preserve cash during the year, given the lower revenue.

Sales volume presented a negative variation by USD – 418 K, due to lower

than budget volume (-4.851 m³), as consequence of delay in harvesting

operations.

The positive variation on G&A flat fee TRC was related the 2022 invoices

(March and April), which was not paid in that moment and postponed until

FSA has come up with a new financing plan. The new reprojection is

considering the payments to 2024.

Sales (price/mix) presented a negative variation since Consufor price report

dropped by roughly 4% on average on this quarter, in addition, the discount

on their Consufor value 30% for defective logs also contributed negatively

for this result.

Property Costs presented a temporary saving, which was reprojected to the

next quarter.

Operational Result vs Budget, Changes against Budget Amounts (U D, ‘   s)
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Summary P&L YEE
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The overall FY Operational Result is expected to be USD 818 K versus

USD 103 K budgeted or a favorable variation of USD 715 K.

As commented on previous slide, as consequence of the saving on land

clearing costs, CoGs is presenting a positive variation by USD 1,4 M.

For sales volume reprojection, TRC did not consider 14.122 m³

(CBM2002), related the land use deal areas, which were budgeted on

Revenues but will only present harvesting costs.

The negative variation above was partially offset by the higher than

budget volume for STF2003 and CMB2002 (Floresteca S.A own volume)

projects, ~20.000 m³, resulting on a variance for YEE by - 10.016 m³.

There is no variance from the YTD slide explanations regarding G&A flat

fee TRC and Sales (price/mix).

Operational Result vs Budget, Changes against Budget Amounts (U D, ‘   s)
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Cost of Production Summary - YTD

Unitary COP, considering only harvesting and associated activities, was 8% under

budget.

Land clearing activities were held back as much as possible, presenting 91%

savings, therefore, total expenditures were lesser than budget in -18% overall. The

savings in land clearing activities should be kept until the end of the year,

contributing positively to F A’s cash flow.

The Adjustment shows on the first table represents the difference between the

actual expenditures incurred in the period (effective cost of production) to the

estimated costs of the resources used registered by our operational controls

(standard cost). This quarter, this variation was fairly small.

For a better reconciliation with P&L, the information of the Cost of Goods Sold

(CoGs) was included, meaning the average cost of production from effectively sold

volume in the balance sheet. In addition, the Accounting adj. is the difference

between the Cost of Production (COP) and the Cost of Goods sold and represents

the variation in stock/inventories in the period.

Harvesting Cost, per activity:
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Forestry costs were under budget (-18%). Primary activities were:

- Inventory: tree measurements were delayed, but the expenditures

were reprojected for 2Q, once the inventory will be kept;

- Pruning and sprout control: focus was on sprout control, therefore

there was this dislocation between the two activities;

- Research: disease control and debarking were tested in Duas Lagoas

forests.

- Roads: it was necessary to do some road maintenance in Paiolância,

Duas lagoas and Cacimba farms due to heavy rains during 1Q.

- Weed control: this represents the mowing in some Paiolândia, Duas

Lagoas and Cacimba’s stands to provide safer conditions to the

workers and better visibility conditions to the machines for the final

harvest.

Adjustment is the difference between the actual expenditures incurred

in the period (effective) to the estimated costs of the resources used

registered by our operational controls (standard cost).

Silvicultural Operations Summary - YTD

Forestry Operations YTD
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Cash Summary - YEE

Actual and Budget Cash Flow
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The operational cash generation for the quarter was negative in USD 29 K, while the

Management Plan projected USD 928 K.

The main driver came from lower receivables, by USD 1.6 M, as operation slowed

down in November and December 2022, reducing the receivables expected on the

Management Plan for the 1Q 2023.

On the costs side, Stump removal is presenting savings by USD 290 K due to the

postponing land clearing costs, aiming to preserve cash during the year, given the

lower revenue. This strategy will remain for the full year.

For G&A own expenses, as a strategy to preserve cash as well, TRC reprojected

the payment of 2022 delayed invoices (March and April) to the beginning of 2024.

Revenues are lower due to decrease In Consufor prices and the correct

representation of the 30% discount on channel logs.

TRC renegotiated an important part of the loans, getting a better interest rate (18%

p.a versus 8.42% p.a), by indexing them to USD instead of BRL. This decision will

bring estimated savings of USD 106 K for 2023.

LUD payments in BAR (USD 270 K, in May) and PAI (443 K, in August) are a very

important cash out this year. The PAI expenses were carried over from last year. As

the final harvest operation delayed, so did the final LUD payment (20% of

revenues).



Appendix - Financial Tables
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FSA Balance Sheet



Appendix - Financial Tables
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Cash Summary - YEE

YEE and Budget Cash Flow BRL
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Thank You!
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